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On Cosmic Law:
☁An Earihly Stare

By Joshua Lederberg
COSMIC LAW got its earthly start

last week with a draft treaty to regu-late the exploration of space. As amanifesto of humanity☂s aspirations towalk beyond the bars of our earthlyprison, it is a grave disappointment,full of compromise, obscurity and diplo-matic maneuver, However, the health of-our planet is so precarious that anyagreement whatsoever is a constructive.symptom, and perhaps we should notrisk too vehement complaint.
The treaty is vague enough that itmay lead to serious confusion, andmight later be used as a propagandaclub against us. It would be futile toSuggest reopening negotiations on thetext. However, the U.N. Assembly andSenate ratification hearings are stillPlaces for clarifying interpretations bySpace scientists and jurists, as well asnational authorities.

ov .
_ OF THE 17 articles of the treaty, themost gratifying are the first three, which:forbid any ☜national appropriation byclaim of sovereignty,☝ and dedicate☜outer space, including the moon andother celestial bodies☝ to ☜free explora-tion and use by all States ...in accord-ance with international law.☝ But what.is that law for outer Space? The lawof the high seas and the Antarctictreaty? .- _ . :The second major principle of thetreaty is that astronauts are regardedas ☜envoys of mankind☝ and deserve☂every facility for safe return if strandedanywhere. Does the phrase imply any☝Supra-national obligation of the astro-naut? What if he is involved in sur-!veillance or the development of intelli.gence techniques? Is this consistentwith his being an envoy of mankind en-titled to a safe return? We already have@ substantial: investment in militaryastronautics (the manned orbital labora-tory). The only perceptible payoff fromthis is for surveillance, and we shouldclarify how this commitment is to bereconciled withthe treaty.
The treaty binds earthly parties to☂Strictly peaceful uses of the moon andplanets. Military bases, weapons-testing,and maneuvers are forbidden, but not,very well defined. Would a militarycommunications relay station on the.-moon belegitimate? What is a weapon?
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The treaty specifically authorizes any~
facility necessary for peaceful explora-
tion: does this exception override the.
other bans? Is surveillance of the earth's
Surface a peaceful purpose? Historically,
the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. have taken
contrary positions on this subject♥our
airplane overflights to detect missile
activity in the U.S.S.R., Cuba and China
have been perceived very differently by
us and by our targets. .
The parties ☜undertake not to place

in orbit around the earth any objects☝
carrying nuclear weapons.☝ The military
utility of the orbital bomb has never
been very clear, since a direct subor-
bital launch delivers a payload without
the extra costs of orbital acceleration
and re-entry. When we move from the
single bomb to a large-scale system ♥
Say tens of thousands of weapons ac-
cumulated in orbit♥new patterns of
annihilation may emerge: the saturation
of an antimissile defense, or an in-
exorable Doomsday Machine to make
the whole earth uninhabitable if a
major power is mortally attacked.

on
UNLIKE THE planetary bases, space-

craft are not designated for any in-
Spection, and what a tricky question
this is. Would we enjoy any deviation
of a COMSATtelevision relay station
while the satellite was being inspected?
What are the tolerable limits of inter-
ference? In fact, the treaty rigidifies
national property rights in spacecraft
So as to make this a more delicate ques-
tion than ever. :
The U.S. ☁has hitherto been deeply

concerned about inspection as a feature
of arms-control agreements. It is rather
astonishing therefore to see an agree-
ment where this has been totally side-
Stepped. Having no inside information,
I could only infer that our military ad-
visers saw no utility whatsoever in the
orbital bomb,or else knew other sources
of the necessary intelligence. Neverthe.
less, why forego such a good chanceto☂
invigorate self-inspection: the rule of -
law in each country that treaty viola-
tions are to be reported to the U.N,
We can still legitimize such a policy,
which is consistent with the theoretical
constitutional supremacy of treaties in
the organic law of the nation. We need
merely to publish the procedures where-
by U.S. nationals will be protected in☂
their obligation (over-riding security
classification?) to report evidence of
violation, openly offer asylum to na-
tionals of other countries who do like-☂
wise, and ask other nations to make☂
Similar unilateral commitments. Our
nations nowrarely encourage their citi-☂
zens to think, above all, of their obliga-
tions as human beings. .


